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COMBINATORIAL REPRESENTATION THEORY OF LIE ALGEBRAS.
RICHARD STANLEY’S WORK AND THE WAY IT WAS CONTINUED
CRISTIAN LENART
Dedicated to Richard Stanley on the occasion of his seventieth birthday.
Representation theory is a fundamental tool for studying group symmetry − geometric, analytic,
or algebraic − by means of linear algebra, which has important applications to other areas of math-
ematics and mathematical physics. One very successful trend in this field in recent decades involves
using combinatorial objects to model the representations, which allows one to apply combinatorial
methods for studying them, e.g., for concrete computations. This trend led to the emergence of
combinatorial representation theory, which has now become a thriving area.
Richard Stanley played a crucial role, through his work and his students, in the development
of this new area. In the early stages, he has the merit to have pointed out to combinatorialists,
in [34, 36], the potential that representation theory has for applications of combinatorial methods.
Throughout his distinguished career, he wrote significant articles which touch upon various com-
binatorial aspects related to representation theory (of Lie algebras, the symmetric group, etc.). I
will describe some of Richard’s contributions involving Lie algebras, as well as recent developments
inspired by them (including some open problems), which attest the lasting impact of his work.
Acknowledgement. Meeting Richard was a defining moment of my life and career, as well as
of my evolution since then. Therefore, I always said that I consider him my mentor. I admire
him both as a person and as a scientist, while his vast work in combinatorics and on its many
relationships with other areas of mathematics is a continuous inspiration for me.
1. Introduction
The story starts with the well-known fact that the Schur symmetric polynomials sλ(x1, . . . , xn),
indexed by partitions λ = (λ1 ≥ . . . ≥ λn ≥ 0), are the irreducible polynomial characters of
GLn = GLn(C). (A representation X ∈ GLn 7→ ψ(X) ∈ GL(V ) of GLn on a vector space V is
polynomial, resp. rational, if the entries of ψ(X) are polynomial, resp. rational functions of the
entries of X.) We have the immediate connection to combinatorics, due to the well-known formula:
(1) sλ(x1, . . . , xn) =
∑
T∈SSY T[n](λ)
xT .
Here SSY T[n](λ) denotes the set of semistandard Young tableaux of shape λ filled with integers in
[n] := {1, . . . , n}, that is, fillings of the Young diagram λ with weakly increasing rows (from left to
right) and strictly increasing columns (from top to bottom), where we use the English convention;
the monomial xT is given by xc11 . . . x
cn
n , where ci is the number of i’s in T .
The very rich combinatorics of symmetric polynomials (or symmetric functions, if infinitely many
variables are used) is beautifully described by Richard in [43][Chapter 7], to which we refer for more
information on the topics below. Many questions in the representation theory of GLn, or the Lie
algebra sln = sln(C), are answered in combinatorial terms. A typical example is the important
problem of decomposing tensor products of irreducible representations; this problem is reduced to
C.L. was partially supported by the NSF grant DMS–1101264, and gratefully acknowledges the hospitality and
support of the Max-Planck-Institut fu¨r Mathematik in Bonn, where this article was written.
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describing the structure constants (or Littlewood-Richardson coefficients) for the multiplication of
Schur functions, and its solution is given by the celebrated Littlewood-Richardson rule.
2. The Robinson-Schensted-Knuth correspondence
2.1. The classical correspondence. The Robinson-Schensted-Knuth (RSK) correspondence is a
well-known bijection between non-negative integer matrices with finite support and pairs of SSYT
of the same shape. It has an important role in the theory of symmetric functions; for instance, it
bijectively proves the Cauchy identity for Schur functions, cf. (2).
Let us briefly explain the RSK correspondence. Given a non-negative integer matrix (aij) with
finite support, we first associate with it (in a bijective way) a biword, that is, a pair of words
(i = i1 . . . ir, j = j1 . . . jr), viewed up to permutation of biletters (ik, jk). The bijection is given by
considering aij biletters (i, j) for each aij > 0. Unless otherwise specified, we think of a biword
as its lexicographic representative, that is, we order the biletters such that ik < ik+1, or ik = ik+1
and jk ≤ jk+1, for all k. We then map (i, j) to a pair (P,Q) of SSYT of the same shape by
the Schensted insertion procedure applied to the word j (which gives P ), run in parallel with a
“recording” procedure applied to the word i (which gives Q). It is well-known that the transpose
of the matrix (aij), i.e., the biword (j, i), is mapped to (Q,P ).
2.2. A skew analogue. In Richard’s joint paper with B. Sagan [32], a generalization of the RSK
correspondence to skew tableaux is constructed.
Given a skew Young diagram λ/µ, for µ ⊂ λ, we denote its semistandard fillings by SSY T (λ/µ),
and define the skew Schur function sλ/µ(x) in infinitely many variables by the analogue of (1).
Theorem 2.1. [32][Theorem 6.1] Let α, β be fixed partitions. There is a bijection ((i, j), T, U) ↔
(P,Q) between (lexicographic) biwords (i, j) with T ∈ SSY T (α/µ), U ∈ SSY T (β/µ), and P ∈
SSY T (λ/β), Q ∈ SSY T (λ/α) such that i ∪ T = P and j ∪U = Q, as unions of the corresponding
multisets of entries (defined by adding the number of repetitions of an element).
The bijection in Theorem 2.1 is based on two types of insertion procedures: an external and
an internal insertion, both of which are based on the usual Schensted insertion. The skew RSK
correspondence bijectively proves the following generalization of the Cauchy identity (the classical
case corresponds to α = β being the empty partition):
(2)
∑
λ
sλ/β(x) sλ/α(y) =
∑
µ
sα/µ(x) sβ/µ(y)
∏
i,j
(1− xiyj)
−1 .
Other results related to the skew RSK correspondence are derived in [32]: transposing the matrix
exchanges the two output tableaux (like in the classical RSK), various identities for sλ/µ(x) and
the number of skew standard Young tableaux fλ/µ (a SSYT is standard if its entries are 1 through
n = |λ/µ|), a skew dual RSK correspondence (corresponding to 0, 1-matrices and output tableaux
of conjugate shapes), and an RSK correspondence for so-called skew shifted tableaux.
2.3. A connection to representation theory. We will give a representation-theoretic interpre-
tation of the RSK correspondence, in terms of Kashiwara’s crystals [15].
Crystals are colored directed graphs encoding representations V of a quantum group Uq(g), i.e.,
a certain q-deformation of the enveloping algebra of a Lie algebra g, in the limit q → 0. The vertices
of the crystal correspond to the elements b of a so-called crystal basis B of V , and the edges give
the action on B of the Kashiwara (or crystal) operators f˜i (i.e., certain analogues of the Chevalley
generators fi) in the limit q → 0. More precisely, whenever B exists, f˜i permutes its elements or
sends them to 0, so f˜i : B → B ∪ {0}, and f˜i(b) = b
′ is represented by an i-colored edge b
i
−→ b′.
For instance, the rth tensor power of the vector representation of the Lie algebra gln has a crystal
basis indexed by words of length r in the alphabet [n]. By taking the direct limit as n→∞, we can
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define the gl>0-crystal structure on words in the alphabet Z>0. In fact, there is a nice construction
of the map f˜i on words (where i ∈ Z>0), based on the so-called signature rule. Namely, given a
word w, form a binary ±-word by recording each i (resp. i + 1) in w as a + (resp. −), from left
to right. Then cancel adjacent pairs −+ as long as possible, to obtain the i-signature of w, which
has the form + . . . + − . . .−. If this contains no +, then f˜i(w) := 0; otherwise, f˜i(w) is defined
by changing to i+ 1 the i in w corresponding to the rightmost + in the i-signature. For instance,
f˜2(34321222342) = 34321223342.
It is useful to identify a SSYT T with its word w(T ), by reading the entries of T from left to
right in each row, with the rows considered from bottom to top. It is well-known that the class of
(words of) SSYT is closed under the crystal operators, so it forms a gl>0-subcrystal.
We define (commuting) left and right gl>0-crystal structures on pairs (P,Q) of SSYT by letting
the crystal operators act on P , resp. Q. We can also define a right gl>0-crystal structure on biwords
(i, j) by ordering the biword lexicographically, as above, which gives (iR, jR), and by letting the
crystal operators act on jR. Similarly, by exchanging the roles of i and j in the definition of the
lexicographic order, which gives (iL, jL), we can define a left gl>0-crystal structure on biwords.
Theorem 2.2. [21] The RSK bijection identifies the left (resp. right) crystal structure on biwords
with the right (resp. left) crystal structure on pairs of SSYT. Namely, assuming (i, j)↔ (P,Q), we
have f˜i(jR) 6= 0 if and only if f˜i(P ) 6= 0, in which case
(iR, f˜i(jR))↔ (f˜i(P ), Q) .
Similarly, f˜i(iL) 6= 0 if and only if f˜i(Q) 6= 0, in which case
(f˜i(iL), jL)↔ (P, f˜i(Q)) .
More generally, one can consider the Lie algebra gl∞ of matrices of finite support with rows and
columns indexed by Z∗, which has gl>0 as a subalgebra, together with the obvious isomorphic copy
gl<0. In this context, Kwon states Theorem 2.2 in [18] as an isomorphism of (gl<0, gl>0)-crystals;
here the alphabet corresponding to gl<0, which indexes the corresponding crystal operators, is taken
to be Z<0. Moreover, an f˜0 crystal operator is defined both for biwords and pairs of SSYT, giving
gl∞-crystal structures. Then Theorem 2.2 is strengthened in [18] by stating that the RSK corre-
spondence is a gl∞-crystal isomorphism. Note, however, that not the original RSK correspondence
is used here, but its seventh variation (out of eight) in [9][Appendix A.4.2, Theorem 1].
The RSK bijection is then interpreted in [18] as an isomorphism between the above gl∞-crystal
of matrices and the crystal of a generalized Verma module for gl∞. Finally, a refinement of this
isomorphism is given; a special case of it is precisely the Sagan-Stanley skew RSK correspondence.
A representation-theoretic interpretation of (2), also based on crystals, is given in [19]. Further-
more, an application of the skew dual RSK correspondence in [32] to the construction of crystal
bases of certain modules for the quantum superalgebra Uq(gl(m|n)) is given in [20].
3. sl2-representations and related posets
3.1. Combinatorics from sl2-representations. The representations of the Lie algebra sl2 =
sl2(C) of complex 2 × 2 matrices of trace 0 are a powerful tool for proving various combinatorial
properties of certain posets. They have been used by Richard in [34, 36, 40].
We start by observing that the character of an sl2-representation on an n-dimensional vector
space V , that is, a Lie algebra homomorphism ψ : sl2 → gl(V ), can be expressed as
ch(ψ) =
n∑
i=1
qei ;
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here ei are the eigenvalues of the n × n matrix ψ(H), with H =
(
1 0
0 −1
)
. As it is well-known,
the irreducible representations of sl2 are labeled by k ≥ 0, so we denote them by ψk; we also have
ch(ψk) = q
−k + q−k+2 + q−k+4 + . . .+ qk .
This basic fact implies the following main tool for combinatorics.
Theorem 3.1. [40][Theorem 15] Let ψ be an sl2-representation with character ch(ψ) =
∑
i biq
i.
Then the following two sequences are symmetric and unimodal:
. . . , b−4, b−2, b0, b2, b4, . . . and . . . , b−3, b−1, b1, b3, . . . .
Recall that a sequence a0, a1, . . . , ad is symmetric if ai = ad−i for all i, and unimodal if, for
some i, we have a0 ≤ a1 ≤ . . . ≤ ai ≥ ai+1 ≥ . . . ≥ ad. Several examples were given in [34, 35,
36, 40]. Typical ones involve posets where the numbers ai are the rank cardinalities. Interesting
examples come from topology, and are intimately related to the hard Lefschetz theorem; here the sl2-
representation is on the cohomology or intersection cohomology of an irreducible complex projective
variety. Among these examples are the ones involving parabolic quotients of Weyl groups and the
generalized lower bound conjecture for simplicial polytopes. These results are surveyed elsewhere
in this volume, so we will not address them here.
Another interesting property of a ranked poset which can be proved via sl2-representations is
the strong Sperner property, see [29, 35]. This says that the largest subset of the poset containing
no k + 1-element chain has the same size as the union of the k largest ranks, for each k (the
classical Sperner property corresponds to k = 1). As this property is proved in conjunction with
the properties discussed above, the following concept is useful: a ranked poset is called Peck if it is
strongly Sperner and its rank sequence is symmetric and unimodal.
Similar results (unimodality, Sperner property) were derived by Richard in [38] by using the
superalgebra analogue of sl2, namely the orthosymplectic superalgebra osp(1, 2).
3.2. Differential posets. As mentioned above, many interesting sl2-representations were con-
structed based on posets. This fact led to the concept of an sl2-poset. To define it, we need some
notation. Given a poset P and a field K, let KP denote the K-vector space with basis P . The
covering relation in P is denoted by ⋖. If P is ranked, let Pi be the set of elements of rank i.
Definition 3.2. [29], [42][Section 4] A finite ranked poset P of rank n is called an sl2-poset if there
exist operators X,Y : KP → KP satisfying
(3) Xx =
∑
y : y⋗x
cxy y for x ∈ P (where cxy ∈ K) , Y x ∈ KPi−1 for x ∈ Pi ,
as well as the following commutation relation in every rank i:
(4) (XY − Y X)i = (2i − n) Idi .
The operatorX is called an order-raising operator, while Y is called a lowering operator. Together
they define an sl2-representation in the usual way, namely
(
0 1
0 0
)
7→ X and
(
0 0
1 0
)
7→ Y . Using
methods similar to those in [42], Proctor proved the following theorem, cf. Section 3.1.
Theorem 3.3. [29][Theorem 1], [42] A ranked poset P is Peck if and only if it is an sl2-poset.
An sl2-poset is, in fact, one of the variations in [42] of so-called differential posets. The latter
were defined by Richard in the earlier paper [39], as a generalization of Young’s lattice of partitions
(under inclusion).
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Definition 3.4. [39] A poset P is called r-differential (for some fixed positive integer r) if the
operators U,D : KP → KP given by
(5) Ux :=
∑
y : y⋗x
y , Dx :=
∑
y : y⋖x
y
satisfy the condition
(6) DU − UD = r Id .
Note the similarity of (3) and (4) with (5) and (6), respectively. Many remarkable algebraic
and combinatorial properties of differential posets and of their variations are derived by Richard in
[39, 42]. Other researchers continued this study. For instance, Fomin [8] proves a generalization of
the RSK correspondence, cf. Section 2, to differential posets (in fact, to his slightly more general
class of dual graded graphs). His related concept of growth diagrams (see also [43][Appendix 1]) has
proved to be very useful in representation theory in relation to crystals, see [22, 45].
Degree 3 relations between the down and up operators on posets defined in (5) were considered in
the literature. Benkart and Roby [1] study the infinite-dimensional associative algebras generated
by such operators, which they call down-up algebras. They show that these algebras exhibit many of
the important features of the universal enveloping algebra of sl2, including a Poincare´-Birkhoff-Witt
type basis and a well-behaved representation theory.
3.3. Representation diagrams. We will now discuss the way in which several sl2-posets can be
pieced together, in order to describe a representation of any semisimple Lie algebra g, with Chevalley
generators {Xi, Yi, Hi}i∈I . These ideas are due to R. Proctor and his student, R. Donnelly, and
we refer to [5] for more details.
We start with a finite ranked poset P , viewed as a directed graph with edges x → y for each
covering relation x ⋖ y. These edges will be colored by the set I above, so we denote them by
x
i
→ y for some i ∈ I. The connected components of the subgraph with edges colored i are called
i-components. Beside a given color, each edge x→ y is labeled with two complex coefficients, which
are not both 0, and which are denoted by cyx and dxy.
Based on the above structure, we define operators Xi and Yi on CP for i in I, as follows:
(7) Xi x :=
∑
y : x
i
→y
cyx y , Yi y :=
∑
x : x
i
→y
dxy x .
For each vertex x of P , we also define a set of integers {mi(x)}i∈I by mi(x) := 2ρi(x)− li(x), where
li(x) is the rank of the i-component containing x, and ρi(x) is the rank of x within that component.
The goal is to define a representation of g on CP by letting the Chevalley generators Xi and Yi
act as in (7), and by setting
(8) Hi x := mi(x)x .
Note the similarity of (7) and (8) with (3) and (4), respectively (recall that Hi = [Xi, Yi]). We will
give necessary and sufficient local conditions on the edge labels, which are translations of the Serre
relations for the Chevalley generators of g.
Let {ωi}i∈I and {αi}i∈I denote the fundamental weights and simple roots of the root system
corresponding to g, respectively. We assign a weight to each vertex of P by wt(x) :=
∑
i∈I mi(x)ωi.
We say that the edge-colored poset P satisfies the structure condition for g if
(9) wt(x) + αi = wt(y) whenever x
i
→ y .
We now define two conditions on the pairs of edge labels (cyx, dxy). We call πxy := cyx dxy an
edge product. We say that the edge-labeled poset P satisfies the crossing condition if for any vertex
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y and any color i we have
(10)
∑
x : x
i
→y
πxy −
∑
z : y
i
→z
πyz = mi(y) .
We say that the edge-labeled poset P satisfies the diamond condition if for any pair of vertices
(x, y) of the same rank and any pair of colors (i, j), possibly i = j, we have
(11)
∑
z : x
j
→z and y
i
→z
czx dyz =
∑
u : u
i
→x and u
j
→y
dux cyu .
Theorem 3.5. [5, Proposition 3.4] Given an edge-colored and edge-labeled ranked poset P , the
actions (7) and (8) define a representation of g on CP if and only if P satisfies the structure,
crossing, and diamond conditions, namely (9), (10), and (11).
If the given conditions hold, we obtain a weight basis of the given representation, and the edge-
colored poset P together with its edge-labels is called a representation diagram.
Based on representation diagrams, in [13] we give a short proof of the Gelfand-Tsetlin basis
construction for the irreducible representations of sln; recall that this basis is the only one with
respect to which the representation matrices of the Chevalley generators are given by explicit
formulas. The relevant poset is the set of SSYT of a fixed shape with entries in [n], where an
edge colored i corresponds to changing a single entry i + 1 to i in a SSYT; this is known as the
Gelfand-Tsetlin (distributive) lattice. The edge coefficients are certain rational numbers expressed
in a nice factored form in terms of the corresponding SSYT. Based on Theorem 3.5, our proof
consists of verifying that these coefficients satisfy (10) and (11).
Similar explicit constructions of certain symplectic and orthogonal irreducible representations
(indexed by rows or columns) were given in [4, 7], as well as of the adjoint representations of all
simple Lie algebras [6]. Several properties of such bases, such as minimality with respect to the
edge set, were also exhibited [5]. However, much more work remains to be done, for instance to
extend the mentioned results to an arbitrary symplectic or orthogonal irreducible representation.
4. The stable behavior of some graded multiplicities
This section is based on Richard’s paper [37], which studies the decomposition into irreducible
components of polynomial functions on the adjoint representation of G = GLn(C), i.e., the rep-
resentation on its Lie algebra g = gln(C). (In fact, the setup of the paper is more general, also
including a reference to the q-Dyson conjecture, and SLn(C) is used instead.)
The adjoint representation ad : G→ GL(g) is the rational representation defined by ad(X)A =
XAX−1. This extends to a representation on the symmetric algebra S(g), viewed as a graded
algebra in the usual way. By a theorem of Kostant, S(g) is a free module over the ring of G-
invariant polynomials, with S(g) ∼= S(g)G ⊗Hg, where Hg are the G-harmonic polynomials.
Recall (see, e.g., [44]) that the irreducible rational representations of G are labeled by weakly
decreasing sequences of integers with length n or, equivalently, by pairs of partitions α = (α1 ≥
. . . ≥ αk > 0), β = (β1 ≥ . . . ≥ βl > 0) with k + l ≤ n; the corresponding bijection is given by
(α, β) 7→ (α1, . . . , αk, 0, . . . , 0,−βl, . . . ,−β1) =: [α, β]n .
We may decompose Hg into irreducible components such that each one is homogeneous. For a fixed
pair (α, β), let di be the degrees (also called generalized exponents) of the components isomorphic
to the irreducible representation labeled by [α, β]n, and define
G[α,β]n(q) :=
∑
i
qdi .
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Following an idea of Ranee Gupta, who showed that
Gαβ(q) := lim
n→∞
G[α,β]n(q)
exists as a formal power series, Richard expressed the stable graded multiplicities based on the
internal product ∗ of Schur functions. This corresponds to the tensor product of irreducible repre-
sentations of the symmetric group (via the Frobenius characteristic). Here we define the internal
product formally, in the basis of power sum symmetric functions pλ := pλ1pλ2 . . . = p
m1
1 p
m2
2 . . ., by
pλ ∗ pµ = δλµ zλ pλ , where zλ := (m1! 1
m1)(m2! 2
m2) . . . .
Theorem 4.1. [37][Proposition 8.1] We have
Gαβ(q) = sα ∗ sβ(q, q
2, . . .) .
Stembridge [44] developed the combinatorics of the rational representations of GLn, and used it
to express the decomposition of the kth tensor power of gln into modules which are simultaneously
irreducible with respect to GLn and the symmetric group Sk. Based on this, he was able to rederive
some of Richard’s results in [37].
Howe, Tan, and Willenbring [14] showed that Theorem 4.1 is a special case of a general stability
result, which we now briefly describe. Let G be a complex reductive algebraic group and K ⊂ G the
fixed-point set of a regular involution on G. Denote by k ⊂ g the corresponding Lie algebras, and
by p the Cartan complement of k in g. The adjoint action of K on p extends to a K-module struc-
ture on the symmetric algebra S(p). By the Kostant-Rallis theorem (which generalizes Kostant’s
theorem mentioned above), we have S(p) ∼= S(p)K ⊗ Hp. The main result of [14] describes the
graded multiplicity of the K-module Hp in the case where (G,K) is a classical symmetric pair
and the degree d is restricted to the so-called stable range. Theorem 4.1 corresponds to K = GLn
diagonally embedded into G = GLn ×GLn, and the stable range is n ≥ 2d. There are nine more
classical symmetric pairs, such as (GLn+m, GLn×GLm), (SO2n, GLn), and (Sp2n, GLn), for which
the graded multiplicities in the stable range are expressed in terms of the Littlewood-Richardson
coefficients.
5. Jack, Macdonald, and Hall-Littlewood symmetric polynomials
In this section I will refer to Richard’s paper [41] on Jack symmetric functions, as well as to some
of the many related developments; indeed, this paper has an impressive number of citations.
5.1. Richard’s work on Jack symmetric functions. The Jack functions J
(α)
λ (x), where λ is a
partition, are a remarkable basis of symmetric functions depending on a parameter α. They can
be defined as the eigenfunctions of the generalized Laplace-Beltrami operator, and for α = 1 they
specialize (up to normalization) to the Schur functions [28].
Richard’s paper [41] is the first one devoted to extending the properties of Schur functions to Jack
functions. Some of its results involve: specializations of Jack functions, formulas for special Jack
functions and special coefficients, a Cauchy identity (cf. (2)), skew Jack functions and a related
coproduct formula, a Pieri formula (for the expansion in the basis of Jack functions of the product
J
(α)
λ (x)J
(α)
(n) (x) by a “one-rowed” Jack function), and a formula for the skew Jack functions in terms
of skew SSYT (which is derived from the Pieri formula and generalizes (1)). Richard also states
an important conjecture: after suitable renormalization, the structure constants for Jack functions
(or analogues of Littlewood-Richardson coefficients for Schur functions) belong to N[α].
5.2. Recent related developments. In [17], Knop and Sahi prove that the Jack structure con-
stants are in Z[α], and give a monomial formula for J
(α)
λ (x) in terms of more general fillings of the
Young diagram λ than SSYT (see Section 5.4). The coefficients in this formula are in N[α], whereas
in Richard’s formula they are rational functions in α.
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In [2], by studying the Laplace-Beltrami operator, Cai and Jing give another monomial formula
(with rational function coefficients) for J
(α)
λ (x), as well as a (non-positive) formula for the Jack
structure constants. In another paper, Cai and Jing [3] prove a special case of Richard’s conjecture
by deriving the generalization of the Pieri rule in which the one-rowed partition is replaced by a
rectangle (or a rectangle and another row). Based on this formula, they settle the long-standing
problem of realizing any J
(α)
λ (x) using vertex operators.
In [11], Graham and Hunziker give an interesting application of Richard’s conjecture to relating
tensor products Vλ⊗Vµ of irreducible representations of a complex reductive algebraic group K to
the product of isotypical components Sλ ·Sµ in the representation of K on the symmetric algebra of
some representation V . In the context of Hermitian symmetric pairs, they show that, if Vν appears
in Vλ ⊗ Vµ, then Sν ⊆ Sλ · Sµ in all the classical cases, provided that Richard’s conjecture is true.
5.3. Macdonald polynomials. Jack polynomials are specializations of Macdonald polynomials
Pλ(x1, . . . , xn; q, t), which are symmetric polynomials depending on two parameters q, t [28]; namely,
the former are retrieved by setting q = tα and letting t → 1. In fact, the mentioned Macdonald
polynomials correspond to the root system of type An−1, whereas there are versions of them for an
arbitrary finite root system. Macdonald polynomials are also eigenfunctions of certain operators.
A breakthrough came with two monomial formulas for Macdonald polynomials: the Haglund-
Haiman-Loehr (HHL) formula [12] in type A, and the Ram-Yip formula [31] in arbitrary type. The
former is in terms of certain fillings of the Young diagram λ and is shorter, while the latter is in
terms of extensions of the alcove model [26, 27], or LS-gallery model [10], in the representation theory
of Lie algebras. The setup of the Ram-Yip formula allows one to also derive a very general, albeit
involved, Littlewood-Richardson multiplication formula [46]. Moreover, it was shown in [46] that,
in type A, the Pieri special case of this formula “compresses” to Macdonald’s more efficient Pieri
formula [28]. This raises the possibility of deriving, in a similar way, other efficient multiplication
formulas for Macdonald polynomials and their specializations (such as Jack polynomials).
5.4. Hall-Littlewood polynomials. We briefly explain the compression phenomenon mentioned
above and the related setup by referring to the q = 0 specialization of Macdonald polynomials,
namely to the Hall-Littlewood polynomials. The reason we chose this specialization is twofold:
more is known about compression, and the description is easier. Nevertheless, we can draw a
parallel to Jack polynomials, while a compression result for Macdonald polynomials is given in [23].
We start by explaining the corresponding Ram-Yip formula, which was, in fact, given previously
in [30, 33]. As we only refer to type An−1, we will not use a general root system terminology.
Fix a partition λ = (λ1 ≥ . . . ≥ λn = 0). The Bruhat order ≤ on permutations in Sn is defined
by its covers: u⋖w = u (i, j) if ℓ(w) = ℓ(u)+1, where ℓ( · ) is the length and (i, j) is a transposition.
Let Sλn := {w ∈ Sn : w(i) < w(i+ 1) for λi = λi+1}. Define the sequence of transpositions
Γk := Γk,kΓk,k−1 . . .Γk,1 , where Γk,i = ((i, k + 1), (i, k + 2), . . . , (i, n)) .
Define the sequence Γλ := Γλ′1Γλ′2 . . ., called a λ-chain, where λ
′ is the conjugate of λ. The objects
of the alcove model are subwords T = T1T2 . . . of Γλ, where Ti is a subword of Γλ′
i
. More precisely,
we consider the collection of admissible pairs (w, T ), with w ∈ Sn and T = (t1, . . . , tm) as before:
(12) A(λ) := {(w, T ) : wt1 . . . ti−1 < wt1 . . . ti for all i, and wT ∈ S
λ
n} , where wT := wt1 . . . tm.
Define the permutations πj = πj(w, T ) := wT1 . . . Tj, where the notation means right multipli-
cation by the transpositions in T1, . . . , Tj, cf. (12). With (w, T ) in A(λ) we associate the filling
σ(w, T ) of λ whose jth column is filled with πj(1), . . . , πj(λ
′
i) from top to bottom. Clearly, the
rows of σ(w, T ) are weakly increasing, but the columns are not necessarily increasing.
Example 5.1. Let n = 4 and λ = (2, 1, 0, 0), so λ′ = (2, 1). We have
(13) Γλ = ((2, 3), (2, 4), (1, 3), (1, 4) | (1, 2), (1, 3), (1, 4)) ,
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where | indicates the concatenation of various Γλ′
i
. Let T = T1T2 with T1 = ((1, 3)) and T2 = ((1, 4)),
cf. the underlines in (13). Considering w to be the identity in S4, we note that (w, T ) ∈ A(λ);
indeed, the conditions in (12) are verified (we use the one-line notation for permutations):
w = 1234 < w(1, 3) = 3214 = π1 < w(1, 3)(1, 4) = wT = 4213 = π2 ∈ S
λ
4 .
Hence, the associated filling σ(w, T ) and the corresponding monomial xσ(w,T ), cf. (1), are
σ(w, T ) = 3 4
2
, xσ(w,T ) = x2x3x4 .
Theorem 5.2. [30, 33] We have
(14) Pλ(x1, . . . , xn; t) =
∑
(w,T )∈A(λ)
t
1
2
(ℓ(w)+ℓ(wT )−|T |) (1− t)|T | xσ(w,T ) .
Remark 5.3. By setting t = 0 in (14), the only terms that survive correspond to (w, T ) for which
w is the identity and the chain in Bruhat order in (12) is saturated (i.e., all the steps are covers).
The restriction of the map (w, T ) 7→ σ(w, T ) to these admissible pairs is a bijection to SSY T[n](λ).
As it is well-known that Pλ(x1, . . . , xn; t = 0) is the Schur polynomial sλ(x1, . . . , xn), we recover
(1). Hence the alcove model gives a new way to realize SSYT as saturated chains in Bruhat order.
We will now state a formula which is essentially the specialization of the HHL formula to q = 0.
In this sense, it is the analogue of the Knop-Sahi formula for Jack polynomials mentioned above,
which is also obtained by specializing the HHL formula, see [12][Section 8].
Let T[n](λ) denote the fillings σ of λ with entries in [n] satisfying the following conditions: (i) the
rows of σ are weakly increasing; (ii) σ(u) 6= σ(v) whenever the boxes u and v are in the same
column or in two consecutive columns, with the right box strictly below the left one (such positions
are called attacking); (iii) the segment of the leftmost column corresponding to rows i, i + 1, . . . , j
with λi = λi+1 = . . . = λj is (strictly) increasing.
Theorem 5.4. [12, 25] We have
(15) Pλ(x1, . . . , xn; t) =
∑
σ∈T[n](λ)
tcinv(σ) (1− t)des(σ) xσ ,
where cinv( · ) and des( · ) are certain statistics on fillings (see [12, 25]).
There is also an older formula for (skew) Hall-Littlewood polynomials, due to Macdonald [28],
which is in terms of (skew) SSYT. This is the analogue of Richard’s formula for (skew) Jack
polynomials mentioned above. Recall that a tableau σ ∈ SSY T[n](λ) can be represented by a chain
of partitions λ(0) ⊆ λ(1) ⊆ . . . ⊆ λ(n) = λ, where λ(i) is the shape of the subtableau consisting of
entries ≤ i. Let mi(λ) := λ
′
i − λ
′
i+1, where λ
′ is the conjugate partition, as usual.
Theorem 5.5. [28] We have
(16) Pλ(x1, . . . , xn; t) =
∑
σ∈SSY T[n](λ)
ϕσ(t)
bλ(t)
xσ ,
where
bλ(t) :=
∏
i≥1
ϕmi(λ)(t) , with ϕk(t) := (1− t) . . . (1− t
k) , and
ϕσ(t) :=
n∏
i=1
ϕλ(i)/λ(i−1)(t), with ϕλ/µ(t) :=
∏
j∈I
1− tmj(µ) and I := {j : λ′j − µ
′
j > λ
′
j+1 − µ
′
j+1}.
We state a first compression result for Hall-Littlewood polynomials. For simplicity, from now on
we assume that λ has no repeated parts, so Sλn = Sn; for the general case, see [25][Section 6].
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Theorem 5.6. [25] The map (w, T ) 7→σ(w, T ) is a surjection from A(λ) to T[n](λ). For all σ in
T[n](λ), the sum in (14) restricted to (w, T ) with σ(w, T )=σ equals the corresponding term in (15).
We now present a stronger compression for Hall-Littlewood polynomials. In fact, this factors
through the first compression, via the surjections A(λ)→ T[n](λ)→ SSY T[n](λ) given by (w, T ) 7→
σ(w, T ) 7→ σ(w, T ), where σ(w, T ) is obtained from σ(w, T ) by sorting columns, cf. Example 5.1.
Theorem 5.7. [16] For all σ in SSY T [n](λ), the sum in (14) restricted to (w, T ) with σ(w, T )=σ
equals the corresponding term in (16).
As stated in Section 5.3, it would be very interesting to derive compressed formulas similar
to those in this section for the multiplication structure constants corresponding to Macdonald
polynomials or certain specializations of them (e.g., Hall-Littlewood or Jack polynomials). The
starting point would be the general Littlewood-Richardson rule in [46] in terms of the alcove model.
Generalizing some of these results to other Lie types would also be very useful, cf. [16, 24].
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